The interaction between language and visual information has been emphasized in visual question answering (VQA) with the help of attention mechanism. However, the relationship between words in question has been underestimated, which makes it hard to answer questions that involve the relationship between multiple entities, such as comparison and counting. In this paper, we develop the graph reasoning networks to tackle this problem. Two kinds of graphs are investigated, namely inter-graph and intragraph. The inter-graph transfers features of the detected objects to their related query words, enabling the output nodes to have both semantic and factual information. The intragraph exchanges information between these output nodes from inter-graph to amplify implicit yet important relationship between objects. These two kinds of graphs cooperate with each other, and thus our resulting model can reason the relationship and dependence between objects, which leads to realization of multi-step reasoning. Experimental results on the GQA v1.1 dataset demonstrate the reasoning ability of our method to handle compositional questions about real-world images. We achieve state-of-the-art performance, boosting accuracy to 57.04%. On the VQA 2.0 dataset, we also receive a promising improvement on overall accuracy, especially on counting problem.
Introduction
The developments in computer vision and natural language processing enable the machine to deal with complicated tasks that require the integration and understanding of vision and language, e.g. image captioning [1] , visual grounding [44] , visual question answering (VQA) [2] and visual dialog [6] . Compared with image captioning that is to simply describe the topic of an image, VQA needs a complex reasoning process. Visual grounding aims to locate the related objects in the image, but VQA takes a further step to convert this information into human language. In addition, VQA is the basic and vital component in visual dialog. Considering the challenges and significance of VQA, increasing research attention has been attracted to this task.
Given an input image and a question, representative VQA models, e.g. Stacked Attention Networks (SAN) [41] , Multimodal Compact Bilinear pooling (MCB) [9] and Multimodal Low-rank Bilinear Attention Networks (MLB) [19] , first generate grid image features by ResNet [12] and represent the question as the last hidden state of Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) [13] , and then attend to the image features based on question vector to ground the target objects; the question vector and attention weighted image features are finally projected into a unified embedding for answer prediction. Bilinear Attention Networks (BAN) [18] notice that these methods neglect the interaction between words in the question and objects in the image and propose to build a co-attention considering each pair of multi-modal channels. However, there still lacks a full exploitation of the interactions between words in questions and a systemic exploration of the connections between questions and images. Although the text attention has been learned through Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) in Multimodal Factorized Bilinear pooling (MFB) [42] or memory vector in Dual Attention Networks (DAN) [26] , the difficulty remains over how to answer complex questions, like comparing the relative position of two entities or counting the queried objects in Figure 1 . The networks should first view the image to locate one fruit, such as the tomato, and then compare its position to other fruits before deciding which one is on the left. Regarding the comparison operation, the correct answer may not be decided at once, since the orange is to the left of the tomato but is to the right of the apple. The networks therefore have to extract more clues from the question-image pair and conduct comparison for multiple times.
In this paper, we develop graph reasoning networks for visual question answering. Besides investigating visual attention map between words in the question and objects in the image, we highlight the importance of exploiting intrarelationships between words in the question and exploring the inter-relationships between the question and image for a complex reasoning. Two graphs are established to formu-late these two kinds of relationships. The inter-graph focuses on exploring visual features of the image to their related textual features for joint embeddings, which links the semantic information of words with factual information of image. The intra-graph exploits information across different joint embeddings in term of words, which amplifies the implicit yet important relationships between objects. Given these two graphs cooperating with each other, the resulting VQA model is able to reason complex and compositional questions.
We conduct experiments on both GQA [15] v1.1 dataset and VQA v2.0 dataset [10] . On the validation dataset of GQA, our one-layer graph networks boost the accuracy by 1.55% compared with BAN, and graphs of multiple layers show advantages on multi-step reasoning for long and complex questions, evidenced by total 2.27% improvement. A similar enhancement can also be found on the validation dataset of VQA. On the test-dev dataset of GQA and VQA, our model achieves state-of-the-art performance, increasing the overall accuracy to 57.04% and 71.0% respectively.
Related Work
In this section, we will first introduce the related researches on VQA and then the graph networks on both textbased and visual-based tasks.
Visual Question Answering (VQA): VQA is a task to answer the given question based on the input image. The question is usually embedded into a vector with LSTM [13] , and the image is represented by the fixed-size grid features from ResNet [12] . Recently, [1] focuses on bottom-up attention of image features and proposes a set of salient image regions with natural expression and additional attributes detected by Faster-RCNN [32] . Furthermore, its training set contains 1,600 object classes and 400 attribute classes, larger than the original 80 object classes.
Based on the fusion methods of the two features, we can classify VQA models into two categories: early fusion models and later fusion models. Early fusion models try to finetune the image classification network with the intervention of the question, they insert the question embedding into the batch normalization layer [7, 31] to propose MODERN architecture. These models have less risk of over-fitting because of affecting less than 1% parameters in the pre-trained classification network. And later fusion models mainly concentrate on how to fuse the two different distributed features. [16, 2] represent the answer vector by concatenating the question vector and global image vector. However, not all visual information is relevant to the input query, which can result in much noise during reasoning. Therefore, attention map is learned to filter out useful image features, such as SAN [41] , which learns the visual attention through multi-steps, and DAN [26] , which learns visual and textual attention respectively via the memory vector. But the linear combination is not enough to represent the joint embedding of two features from different distributions. Thus, bilinear methods like MLB [19] and MFB [42] are proposed, they project the two features into a common low-rank space followed by element-wise production. Furthermore, BAN [18] learns the textual and visual attention simultaneously, which builds a graph mapping from the detected objects of the image to the words of the question.
However, sometimes, the information given in the image is not enough to infer the right answer, common sense is required in the external knowledge-based models. [38] builds the FVQA dataset based on DBpedia [3] , ConceptNet [25] and WebChild [35] . [28] queries the triplet (visual concept, relation, attribute) in this dataset to score the retrieved facts. And [27] builds a relation graph based on the retrieved facts regarding the visual concept and attribute as nodes and relation as links to exchange information.
Graph Neural Network (GNN): GNN is used to build the relationship between nodes like social network, citation link [11] , knowledge graph [21] , protein-protein interaction [37] , etc.. It could overcome the limitation of Euclidean distance between each node in the inputs and involve more context information from neighbors. In textbased tasks, such as machine translation and sequence tagging, GNN breaks the sequence restriction between each word and learns the graph weight by attention mechanism [36, 8] , which makes it model longer sequence more easily than LSTM and gated recurrent neural network (GRU) [5] , since each node is directly linked with others by learned weights instead of hidden state and gates. Moreover, the learned graph weight, which implies dependencies between nodes, can be easily explained and transferred to other tasks for pre-trained weights [40] . In the image-based tasks, GNN gathers information from all grids [39] other than surroundings whose size is limited by the receptive fields of convolution neural networks (CNNs), and it can aggregate features over coordinate space to compute complex dependence [4] . Besides modeling the relationship between homogeneous inputs, GNN can also work in the tasks of multimodal inputs such as VQA. The entities retrieved from external facts exchange information through the graph with multiple hops to predict the answer [27] . And the graph enhances the interpretation of network to reason the relationship among detected objects in the image filtered by the question [29] .
Preliminaries
The goal of VQA task is to answer the given question Q based on image I. With the object-detector Faster-RCNN [32, 1] , we convert the input image I into object features
where n is the number of detected objects, and D is the feature dimension. The question (w 1 , . . . , w m ) is a sequence of m words. It can be encoded using LSTM to Q = (q 1 , . . . , q m ), where q i = LSTM(w i ) and q i ∈ R C . BAN [18] is introduced to reduce both input channels simultaneously and obtain a unified representation of question features Q and image features V . It first calculates a bilinear attention map G ∈ R m×n between Q and V , conditioned on which to generate the joint embedding z as follows:
The attention map G is defined as:
where
m is a vector with all elements equal to 1, K denotes the shared embedding size,σ is the sigmoid activation function, and • is Hadamard product (elementwise multiplication). Then the k-th element value of joint embedding is given by:
where U ∈ R C×K , V ∈ R D×K are the parameters to be optimized, (Q U) k ∈ R m is the k column of Q U, and
n is the k column of V V. After that, we input z to a classifier such as MLP to calculate the score p i for answer a i ∈ A and choose the highest one as the predicted answer, where A is the answer set.
Graph Reasoning Networks
Given the calculation of z k , Eq.(1) can be rewritten as:
where Z ∈ R K×m and 1 ∈ R m , which has a close connection with graph attention networks [36, 37] . Given the matrix of outputs in [36, 37] as:
where Q, K and V denote the query, keys and values respectively, we can easily illustrate Eq.(4) from the perspective of graph. The attention map G in Eq. (4) is equivalent to graph softmax(QK ) in Eq. (6), and σ(V V ) is the value V. Looking into the definition of attention map in Eq.(2), the map G implies how much information should flow from the nodes V to nodes Q.
correspond to query Q and key K in Eq. (6) respectively. Considering that, Eq.(6) only takes single type of inputs, while VQA models need to consider the multi-modal inputs (i.e. image and question). An additional Hadamard product of σ(Q U) and Gσ(V V) is thus included in Eq. (4) to generate output nodes (z 1 , . . . , z m ), where z i ∈ R K . Finally, the joint embedding z represents the whole graph by summarizing of all nodes in Z in Eq.(5).
Eqs. (4) and (5) provide an elegant approach to investigate the relationship between question features Q and image features V . However, a simply summarization over columns of Z in Eq. (5) cannot fully address the connections between joint embeddings (z 1 , · · · , z m ) corresponding to words. Given the question and image in Figure 1 , BAN (i.e. Eqs. (4) and (5)) can locate a variety of fruits in the image, but it is confused about the relative position of each fruit from others by mixing all the information (i.e. the summarization in Eq. (5)). Hence, we are motivated to develop graph reasoning networks, as shown in Figure 1 , which has two graphs for each layer, i.e. inter-graph and intra-graph. The inter-graph learns to build the relationship between words and objects and generates their joint embeddings, while the intra-graph will update joint embeddings by exploiting their interactions. And we find that the right answer may not be decided at once, therefore we stack our graphs to make the words interact with the image as well as words themselves for multiple times.
Inter-Graph
The major target of inter-graph is to locate the objects related to semantic information of each word in the question. Beginning with Eq.(4), we have a multi-layer multi-glimpse extension.
The i-th layer of inter-graph takes o i−1 ∈ R C×m , which are the output nodes from the previous layer, and image features V ∈ R D×n as its input nodes and builds the graph G e is the number of glimpses and the j-th graph attention is computed as:
Layer i has its own U 
Instead of concatenation or summarization of joint embeddings from each glimpse, we follow BAN to use the residual form to integrate previous learned joint embeddings, then Eq.(8) becomes:
where h i,.,0 = o i−1 , and W e i,j ∈ R C×K projects the joint embeddings to the same dimension of o i−1 . As we mentioned above, the first layer of inter-graph takes Q as o 0 to What fruit is on the left edge? locate queried objects, and higher layer takes the outputs of previous layer's graph as o i−1 to involve more visual information related to prior knowledge. The final joint embeddings h i,.,g e is rewritten as h i for abbreviation and handled to intra-graph for further processing.
Intra-Graph
Instead of summarizing outputs from the inter-graph in Eq.(5), the intra-graph exchanges information between each node in h i , which can learn context from other nodes.
We use the bilinear attention map to build the graph. The graph map G r i ∈ R m×m×g r at layer i is computed following Eq.(7) with g r glimpses, based on which, nodes of the intra-graph at glimpse j gather information from others and are represented as Eq. (9):
where W r i,j ∈ R C×K and o i,.,0 = h i . The outputs of intragraph o i , abbreviated version of o i,.,g r , can be utilized to answer the question or regarded as textual inputs for intergraph of next layer to view the image again to involve more clues for complex reasoning.
After stacking L layers of the inter-graph and the intragraph, we summarize all the nodes of o L over channel dimension to represent the whole graph and pass it to a twolayer MLP for classification:
where W a ∈ R C×C , W a ∈ R |Σ|×C , and |Σ| is the size of answer vocabulary.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our graph reasoning networks on both GQA v1.1 [15] and VQA 2.0 dataset [2, 10] . We first introduce the two datasets and then describe our implementation details and results, and finally the qualitative analysis.
Dataset
VQA v2.0 dataset: The dataset was built based on the MSCOCO images [24] , which contains 1.1M questions asked by humans and ten human annotated answers for each question. Compared with v1.0 dataset, it emphasizes the visual understanding by reducing the text bias. The answers of training and validation dataset are published for training model, while those of test-dev, test-standard and testchallenge dataset are unknown. We train our model with different settings on training dataset and evaluate accuracy on validation dataset by the tools from [2] . We pick the best model to train it on training and validation dataset with extra data from Visual Genome [22] , reporting results on test-server.
GQA dataset: However, the VQA dataset pays less attention to reasoning, since 19.5% of its questions have relations, 8% have spatial reasoning questions and only 3% have compositional questions. The GQA dataset makes much effort on generating questions that need multi-step reasoning and balancing the answer distributions to overcome the question-condition biases. It takes four steps to construct the datasets, i.e. cleaning and consolidating the scene graphs linked to each image in Visual Genome, traversing the graphs to gather information about objects and relations and generating diverse set of questions, reducing biases in answer distribution to get a balanced dataset, and providing functional representations for these questions. About 94% of its questions need multi-step reasons, and 51% query the relationship between two objects. The dataset has 22M questions over 110K images, which makes the original training and validation dataset very large. Thus these questions are re-sampled based on the answer distribution into a balanced training dataset and a balanced validation dataset. Besides the standard accuracy metric, four new metrics give insight into different capabilities of models: 1) consistency, the answer for the current question should not contradict with answers of previous ques- tions based on the same image; 2) validity and plausibility, whether the given answer is in the scope of question and reasonable; 3) distributions, overall matching distribution between true answers and given answers using Chi-square distribution [23] ; Of these metrics, a higher score is better for consistency, validity, plausibility, but a lower score is better for distribution. We adjust our model on the balanced training dataset and report results on the balanced validation dataset. Then we train our model on the balanced training dataset and the balanced validation dataset and test results on the test-server.
Model

Implementation Details
For VQA dataset, we construct the answer vocabulary by restricting to words that appears in training and validation dataset more than 8 times, resulting in |Σ| = 3, 129. We then truncate or pad the length of question m to 15 words. The input dimension of LSTM is 600, 300 of which is learned by our model and another 300 is pre-trained using GloVe vector [30] , and the output dimension C is 1024. We get object features from BottomUp [1] with D = 2048, and the object number n is fixed to 100. The joint embedding size K is set to 1024 and K = K × 3 to increase the capacity of attention. In order to save memory in each layer to stack our network for multiple times, we shrink the glimpse number from 8 in BAN [18] to g e = g r = 4. Weight Normalization [33] and Dropout [34] (p = 0.2) are added after each linear mapping to stable the output and prevent from over-fitting. Due to the fact that there might exist multiple correct answers for a question, the binary cross entropy loss L is calculated as: (12) where y i = min( humans that provided answer a i 3 , 1). Adamax [20] , a variant of Adam, is used to optimize our model. The initial learning rate is 0.001 and grows by 0.001 every epoch until reaching 0.004 for warm start, keeps constant until the eleventh epoch and decays by 1/4 every two epochs to 0.00025. The batch size is 128.
We follow the same settings as VQA for the GQA dataset, except constructing answer vocabulary on the balanced training dataset and the balanced validation dataset making |Σ| = 1567, extending the question length m to 22 to fit the long description of complex questions, using the object features downloaded from the official website since BottomUp was trained on images contained in the GQA validation set and thus may give false improvement in scores, object number n varing from 36 to 100, and changing to softmax cross entropy loss because there is only one right answer for each question:
where y i = 1 if answer a i is the right one, otherwise y i = 0.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art
In Table 1 , we compare our graph reasoning networks (GRNs) with others on the GQA dataset: LSTM predicts answer only based on the question; LSTM-CNN linearly combines global image features and question features to get the answer; BottomUp is the winner of VQA Challenge 2017, which is the first to use detected object features instead of grid features; MAC is state-of-the-art of CLEVER dataset [17] , which decomposes problems into a series of successively inferred reasoning steps to accomplish the final task. Our method significantly outperforms others, increasing the overall accuracy by 7.3% compared with BottomUp and 3.0% compared with MAC. In the detailed metrics, our model boosts the consistency from 81.59% to 87.54%, which demonstrates that our method predicts the answer with better understanding of the meaning of input image Table 3 . Accuracy on the balanced validation dataset of GQA. BAN-4 represents the BAN model with four glimpses, Inter for inter-graph and Intra for intra-graph. The number after multiplication operation denotes the layer number of that module.
than other entries, not simply based on learned question bias or random guessing. Then, we evaluate our model on VQA 2.0 test-dev dataset, it also achieves state-of-the-art. As shown in Table 2 , overall accuracy of our GRNs+Glove model is 1.31% higher than BAN+Glove, nearly 3.0% on number metric. It can be explained that the counting task is a kind of relation among objects, which tries to find similar objects in latter layers with objects grounded by previous layers. And the extra counter module [45] in our GRNs+Glove+Counter model makes little gain on overall accuracy, since it might increase the counting ability but disturb our reasoning graphs leading drop in other metrics. Thus, we choose GRNs+Glove as our best single model to evaluate it on the test-standard dataset as its interpretability.
Ablation Study
We conduct several ablation studies to verify the contribution of each module in our graph reasoning networks. The first three lines in Table 3 show the accuracy of BAN on the balanced validation dataset of GQA. It can be seen that simply stacking the module of BAN can improve the accuracy to some extent (0.65% in the two-layer model) compared with the one-layer model, but the performance drops back in the three-layer model. Although the two-layer BAN model might gain more object information related to the global representation in Eq.(5) without exchanging context information, it is not clear about the relationship between entities in question. In contrast, our one-layer model (Inter × 1 + Intra × 1) gains an accuracy 1.62% higher than onelayer inter-graph (Inter × 1) and 1.55% higher than onelayer BAN, proving the effect of our proposed intra-graph. Note that the accuracy of our one-layer inter-graph is comparable to that of one-layer BAN, though a summarization of nodes in Eqs. (4) and (5) can achieve decent performance, there is rare exchange between these nodes. However, if Table 4 . Score on VQA 2.0 validation dataset. GRNs are one-layer inter-graph following by one-layer intra-graph.
we only stack the intra-graph for multiple times (Inter × 1 + Intra × 2 and Inter × 1 + Intra × 3), the performance remains still, this might be caused by that the intra-graph can only propagate the information already learned by intergraph but cannot involve more factual information in image required to answer the questions. With stacking three layers of our graphs ((Inter + Intra) × 3), our model achieves 64.22% on accuracy, which is chosen as the best model. Furthermore, we investigate the accuracy curves on questions with varied lengths to show the ability of our model on multi-step reasoning in Figure 2 . Due to different question numbers in each length, there is variation on the curves. Our GRNs (with layer = 1,2,3) outperform BANs (with layer = 1,2,3) in simple questions whose lengths are less than or equal to 14 words. As the questions become more complex, the accuracy of BAN models drops nearly by 10%, which shows their weakness on multi-step reasoning. Even though the accuracy of our model with one-layer also drops by 5%, the models with multi-layers remedy this loss and perform stably on these questions.
However, the questions of GQA are generated by following some patterns, which makes them easy to be recognized, thus we also conduct the experiments on the VQA 2.0 datasets, whose questions are naturally expressed, and it has larger answer vocabulary. In Table 4 , our one-layer model also achieves higher score than BAN with multilayers, proving its reasoning ability on varieties of ques- tions. The score of our model increases gradually with the growth of layer and reaches the peak at 67.21% in the threelayer model.
What interests us is why the performance drops at fourlayer, thus we show the absolute increment of score of our models compared with single-layer BAN to amplify the discrepancy of different layers in Figure 3 . The one-layer model does not perform as well as other three models for long questions due to its shallow graphs. With more layers, our GRNs become better at long questions and achieve 1.7% increase at word number of nine. Comparing our three-layer model and four-layer model, the former one works better in short questions (word number < 8) which take 79% of all questions, while the latter one has a higher score in long questions, this may explain the performance drop. This also inspires us to design a network in the future to classify the questions to fit different layers of graphs.
Qualitative Analysis
To visualize the effects of each module in our graph reasoning networks, we present the learned attention maps of the inter-graph and the intra-graph in each layer to show how the networks work. Given the question 'what fruit is on the left edge?' in Figure 4 , the inter-graph of the first layer attends kinds of objects in the input image, while the intragraph broadcasts learned fruit information to other words and chooses 'tomato' as the answer, probably because the amount of 'tomato' is the biggest among detected fruits. The inter-graph of the second-layer picks 'orange' that is to the left of 'tomato', and the intra-graph keeps collecting 'fruit' and 'edge' information. In the third layer, the intergraph locates 'apple' that is on the left edge, and every word in the intra-graph pays its attention to the 'edge' information to predict the answer.
In Figure 5 , we shows the answer predicted by BAN and our models with one layer, two layers and three layers. In the first image of the top row, BAN cannot correctly answer the question because the entities of 'young girl' and 'bag' learn their positions respectively, but they do not know each other's information, while our proposed intra-graph exchanges such positional information to make it possible to compare the relative direction of the two entities. A similar question can also be found in first image of the bottom row, our model approaches the correct answer step by step as the layer of the graph increases. Moreover, our model can find the implicit relationship between objects, even when the sheep are far away from the dog in the second image of the top row, as well as abstract scene in the second image (five circles represents Olympics) and third image (many trees composes forest) of the bottom row. Furthermore, our model finely discriminate the highly overlapped objects, such as two sheep in the second image and the rope in the fourth image of the top row, it is possibly because the intragraph undertakes some burden from original graph of BAN, which results in that the inter-graph spares more energy on learning details in the image.
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop graph reasoning networks composed of layers of inter-graph and intra-graph, the intergraph learns the relationship between words in the question and objects in the image and generate the joint embeddings of them, while the intra-graph gets the relationship between these joint embeddings in term of words to exchange context information, which is first taken into consideration by our model for VQA problem. By stacking our graphs, the compositional questions that involve relation between multiple entities can be better understood and correctly answered based on the image. Our method achieves state-ofthe-art performance on both GQA v1.1 and VQA v2.0 test server, and the ablation studies show that our networks significantly outperform BAN on a variety of questions, particularly on the long and complex ones. The first image at top shows the bounding boxes of detected objects, and others for graph attentions between words. The images at bottom show the graph attentions between words and objects. The predicted answers are tomato, apple and orange respectively for one-layer, two-layer and three-layer model of our graph reasoning networks.
